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Plashes

The joy of making some conquest, of mastering 
some difficult task, more than balances any little pass
ing troublesome incidents. And besides the glory in 
the accomplishment, we are strengthened for further 
work.

• •
We shall never reach Perfection or Satisfaction un

til we know Self : this is the end of all our seeking, 
of all our desires. When we are truly Self-conscious, 
we know all; for the Self, the I, the Being of Man, 
is All.

How different life would be if we could speak with
out any fear of offence, if we were freed from every 
vestige of deceit, if we were always real and natural. 
Such a state will be general as men recognize no 
evil,—only growth from lower to higher conditions.

• •
It is a great mistake to shirk iabor, endeavoring to 

pile up wealth without work. Labor is the principal 
thing that makes life interesting. I would sooner 
have occupation, and day by day observe the growth 
of some work, than all the “solid comfort” and ease 
imaginable.
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Simplicity, not ostentation, is real grandeur. In 
so-called trifles lies much import. A wrong note, 
a false gesture, a misplaced comma,—how much 
they mean in the realm of Art. And Art is the sym
bol of Life ; pointing like an index to the real things, 
holding up a mirror to our ideals.

o e
It is all very well to make £ seeping statements, 

without any modifying clause. And yet dogmatic, 
over-positive assertions, are so often wrong. We need 
to place limits on our words, and temper our remarks. 
The strongest statement has or implies limitations ; 
otherwise its force is lost in its generality and ab
straction.

What does it matter, if some of the items in this 
Journal seem obscure to you ? What does it matter if 
you do not ‘ ‘understand’ ’ ? Simply try to live up to 
your Ideals : that is sufficient. Knowledge is Life. 
To Know is to Be. The real things of Life are nat
urally disclosed to the one who is sincere, candid, 
truthful, in action.

8 8
The world worships a genius,—but shrinks from 

those sacrifices and hardships, that spirit of patient 
toil and concentrated endeavor, which produce great
ness. How much better to worship less and em
ulate more! After all, that recognition of a good 
example which prompts one to equal and even greater 
efforts, is true worship.

Hard indeed is the path of Life for many. But it 
is all transitory. No thought is more comforting 
than the recognition that with the passing hours there 
draws nearer that so long looked-for day of redemption 
which shall most fully compensate for all. Each 
day gives some measure of recompense ; but there is 
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still in the beyond, (now drawing so near to us) a 
glorious era which shall disclose itself as being worth 
all our experiences. And we are learning to be happy 
in the Expectation of the Future ; learning to enjoy 
our labors knowing what their real object is; at the 
same time tasting to-day of the many sweet things 
Life holds out for us now, on our sometimes weary 
path.

o e
Instead of wasting time over regrets, weakly com

plaints which do nothing but dissipate one’s energies,— 
how much better to work away, (work gives one no 
time for silly fears and worries)—how much better to 
forge ahead, letting the clays fly by, patiently waiting 
for the time when splendid results will show them
selves ; as the>r must if we only keep on.

The most important condition to school oneself into 
is a certain habitual indifference that is at the same 
time masterful: not ignoring any circumstances of life, 
—only refusing to let them in any way cause anxious 
thought. It is best not to think too much about any 
single thing. The value of Concentration is partly in 
its enabling one to forget that which is not required to 
be remembered.

e e
Its all very well to make “statements” and “affirm

ations’ ’, and I know by experience the value of them ; 
but the most potent “statement” is the action 
prompted by an earnest conviction. There are many 
who have never heard of Mental Science, ignorant of 
the infinite nature of their being, who are healthy, 
strong, successful,—simply because they act out their 
natural impulses of determination, love, ambition. 
Desire is the principle in man which points to growth 
and progression; it is to be followed,—under the 
direction and guidance of Reason.
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National governments as we have had them in 
various forms for so long, represent the early steps of 
the race towards Industrial Solidarity. Concentration, 
Centralization, is the final outcome of all action. The 
ideal of Competition, valuable enough as it has been, 
must pass away, giving place to a system of Cooper
ation. Unity in all things is the destined establish
ment of Existence.

Have you released your mind from that really 
deadening thought so widespread in this country,— 
that of abnormal money accumulating? The dollars 
are all right and necessary,—let them take their place 
as media for exchange ; pass them on,—not that you 
should leave yourself penniless, for you need some 
residue,—only recognize the law of Circulation, which 
should find expression in all things.

• o
While it is to the future we must look for a complete 

fruition of our hopes and aspirations, since at present 
we are but laying the foundations of a New Life,— 
still the glimpses we have received into our divine 
source and parentage, are sufficient to enable us now 
to accomplish much. Existence is expression ; and 
every new ideal (even though at first vague, abstract, 
somewhat undefined) is for immediate practical appli
cation.

As our consciousness widens with our growth, our 
sensitiveness increases—we are more in touch with the 
whole world. This condition reaches a stage when 
many things that have in the past been borne with, 
and even welcomed, are now pushed away with almost 
desperate resistance. And the will that is thus ex
pressed so vehemently leads on and on from one con
quest to another. By our earnest desires we overcome 
all things.
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A good example is most contagious. There are 
thousands (perhaps somewhat lacking in mental stam
ina) only waiting for someone to set an example; 
who feel that any way at present the best they can do 
is to follow. They are anxiously looking for some 
precedent ere they launch out. Will you, then, not 
take a bold step forward, and be a leader of men,— 
acting out some Ideal of yours which yearns for 
expression?

• •
There is nothing in Life that requires us to be 

“concerned.” The method of living in society is all 
upside-down. People are afraid of losing,—they are 
anxious over “gain” and “profit” : a perpetual nervous 
mental torment. They allow their nature to be 
dwarfed, their character crushed out of its native sym
metry, by an unnecessary bondage to materials. Man 
can be and must be ere he can become happy,—in all 
things, Master.

Clearer, clearer, becomes the light of Recognition 1 
Our - uneasy longings, our feverish aspirations, are 
being replaced by a consciousness of safety, content
ment that is at the same time active and progressive, 
—we know we are about to enter some kind of ex
panded, greater, life ; and we are therefore willing to 
put up with and even welcome much that used to be 
so distasteful, since we perceive the educational pur
pose of all trying experiences.

• o
The narrowness of many really earnest people is a 

barrier to their advancement. Let us have space, 
freedom, openness, broadness, liberality. Away with 
your vetoes, codes, restrictions. All is good; the 
things we have called evil, are good. There cannot 
possibly be anything evil; there are many things un
desirable for certain tastes, that is all. Cease your 
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condemnations. True Justice must recognize the ever
lasting never to be displaced Beneficence of all Life,— 
which however is rising ever risiug towards more and 
more perfect expression,—always leading towards a 
diviner perfection, towards Beauty and Art supreme.

Infinity is not greatness,—it is boundlessness. It 
is Freedom. The Universe is a mental conception. 
The Individual actually comprises the Universe. We 
are not parts of the Universe: each individual is a 
centre of consciousness, destined sooner or later to 
evolve to a state where he knows his boundlessness, 
his infinite nature,—where he consciously includes all. 
This is the consummation of Love.

e •
One is almost tempted to be impatient with sur

roundings as their enclosing, imprisoning character 
is realized. At first we think the trouble lies in our 
peculiar circumstances, until we enter new conditions, 
only to find the main trouble with us still. Then a-_ 
last we see that for our liberation there must be a 
new birth or development; that what is alone required 
is clearer vision, a more complete consciousness, which 
shall make useful servants of all materials.

You have no right to burden yourself a great deal 
with others’ affairs. It is all right and good to help 
and assist in various ways. Loving cooperation is 
the ideal form of help ; instead of encouraging others 
to lean. Although there are times when some can 
only lean ; however, let us do all we can to place our
selves and others on their feet, to abandon the leaning 
stage as soon as possible. To help others in any 
way for the time being that may seem expedient, is all 
right ; as long as we recognize the greatest help to be 
Self-help, and the highest form of assistance, helping 
others to help themselves.
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The sacrifice of old ideals, with the various trifles 
that belong to them, is needed before we can show 
marked signs of growth. What is often mistaken for 
duty, is seen on close inspection to be simpty a per
verse selfish clinging to old notions. We must learn 
to govern all actions by the standard of Infinitude,— 
Oneness. The only guide to righteous conduct is 
Love. This involves a great and far-reaching change 
of Habit ; which takes time.

• 9
The statement “All is mind’’ means that everything 

is united, all is one ; it means that the cause of things 
is within the effect; that within you is the kingdom 
of heaven, and not in some far-away cloudy region ; 
it means that the vast space around you, the panorama 
of all nature, is one with you ; and it means that your 
consciousness is the crown of creation, and by it you 
may sway a sceptre of dominion, if you will only Lave 
faith,—if you will only recognize your infinite power.

The race as a unit is on the eve of a stupendous rise. 
In the past, ages ago, there came a period when the 
very limited animal consciousness evolved into the 
stage of Man. In the course of time, there were born 
Sons of Men who were in the advance of Human Con
sciousness,—prophets of a higher life, men who created 
new Ideals for the Future. Instinctively the mass of 
people, (ever willing to be led rather than to venture 
to the front themselves,) have looked up to the 
“Teachers,” the “Saviors,” of the world. Now, at 
last, great numbers are taking the lead, where in the 
past there were but a few. And where is the new 
Consciousness, the deeper Recognition of Life, leading 
to? Where indeed, but to the boundless depths of 
the Universe,—to the dissolution of the limitations of 
material opaqueness,—to the realization of all in one, 
and one in all.
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All is in the Individual. We are slowly realizing 
this. This realization is what is called Universal or 
Cosmic Consciousness. Imagine what this earth will 
be when people have risen to a stage of conscious 
god-hood, knowing that each contains all; consciously 
not only cooperating, but interacting, interblending, 
one with another; on the wings of etheric currents 
traveling; merging personal interests in those of Hu
manity ; at last recognizing the one true Self, the 
absolute Unit of all existence.

• •
You might as well school yourself now to the true 

Meaning of Existence. You might as well be truly 
rational, and see that the old terms “right” and 
“wrong” must henceforth have a new meaning : that 
Necessity is the Law which makes all opposites jiist 
and good. You might as well cease at once to frown 
and scowl with derision and contempt; for I tell you 
again that all is good,—Nature will have her way, 
she needs the coarse as well as the fine, the crude and 
rough as well as the polished material.

Memory increases with our growth of consciousness ; 
not only the power to memorize conditions belonging 
to the present, but to call to recollection things of the 
long past. Memory is complementary to conscious
ness ; it is our store of accumulated knowledge : the 
i ecord (though for a season hidden away) of our ex
periences. But be »ure we shall in due time have a 
glorious fruition of knowledge,—knowledge which 
shall transcend time and space and all limitations, 
even sweeping over the for a while forgotten ages of 
the past and into the realms of the future.



A Great Change

We are not only on the eve of a social crisis ; but in 
a sense we are in the midst of it. The enormous 
wealth of this country,—for example, is rapidly be
coming centred in a handful of men; the means of 
living is more hard and slavish for the masses; in 
order to exist they have to pay an enormous tribute to 
the capitalists.

Yes, I know things have been that way from time 
immemorial; but they are getting worse and worse ; 
and the people are becoming more educated ; and with 
the dawn of Thought there must come a Great Change.

Prosperity and Success as generally understood is a 
frightful humbug. What earthly good is such vast 
wealth as our millionares hold ? What sort of a man 
is he who would loll in the lap of luxury, when all 
around him are signs of wretchedness, sickness, 
poverty and death, which he could dissolve, but will 
not ?

What sort of a race is it that is content to live year 
after year in a world whose opportunities are infinite 
in number, whose resources are so limitless, and yet 
because of a stupid self-seeking and narrow cramping 
desires, should have nothing but days of misery: 
shutting out the Sunshine and Good Cheer of Nature ; 
entombed in those hideous “palaces,” and “homes”— 
prisons where the tomfooleries of custom shrivel up 
and lead to Decay ?

This must all change.
Do not allow yourself to lapse into a careless 

contentment; and imagine that things are working 
themselves out all right. Things in themselves have 
no power to work themselves out all right. Man 
must step in with his Consciousness ; he alone has the
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power to make things Right.
It is because of the growth of Man’s Consciousness, 

that social conditions are in such a critical state. 
The personal-property idea, (which has not always 
been held by man,) has now got to go. It’s logical 
conclusion is evident. It would lead to the direst 
oligarchy and slavery. It has always led to con
fusion ; and now in this country where in some cases 
it has reached such giant proportions it is a terrific 
menace to the land.

No man really owns anything. Each person is 
part and parcel of the whole race, which is in turn 
part and parcel of the Universe. All is One. There 
is no separation.

The little personal “I” who arrogates to itself 
exclusive power and authority can do nothing; for 
this personal “I” is but a tool in the hands of that 
Infinite Law which is the real “I” of everything from 
the atom to man.

This Ego is like a Sun hidden in the breasts of man, 
shut away for awhile from the darkness of Illusion 
and Separation which is yet spread over the world.

Still, rays of warmth spring forth from its depths, 
breaking through the prison garments of Ignorance 
and Delusion,—those life-giving rays we call Love.

When these radiations are not allowed free play, 
there is Death and Darkness, though there may for 
awhile appear to be a flicker of life. This is the 
condition that now afflicts Society. It is dead,—in 
the truest sense of the word, it is dead.

Can you call that a state of Life, where men’s 
thoughts are centred on getting dollars, nothing but 
dollars, no matter whether they come, as they no 
at the price of war, murder, treachery, lying ; among 
the helpless masses, hours and days and years of work 
that is torture; prisons, slavery, poverty, for so 
many ? Cau you call the little pretense of Conscious-
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ness by the name of Life, that for the sake of fine 
clothes, houses, diamonds, furniture, and other rub
bish, men can see their fellows in such helpless want? 
And not only see them there, but consciously put 
♦hem there, that they might have their barbaric 
splendor.

Yes, barbaric is the word! Only a tribe of bar
barians could be guilty of such conduct. Toor silly 
mortals, where are your senses that you should be so 
blind to the Sunshine of Love,—the only Life,—that 
is expressed all around you in Nature in ten million 
forms, and chose such a stupor of an existence?

But you wealthy ones of the earth will now be 
forced to change your actions. Do not imagine that 
you are going to forever usurp the rights of mankind, 
in order that your insane whims and fancies may be 
gorged. Those things which you call yours are not 
yours; and they will be taken away from you. 
You own nothing: you are entitled as we all are, 
simply to the USE of things.

Ownership ! Ownership ! There is no ownership ; 
only a Recognition or Knowledge of things. Owning 
really means knowing. No man has anjr right to 
appropriate something and call it “mine.” He cannot 
do it for long, since the forces of Nature destroy the 
thing just as a man holds it tight.

Life is change. Accumulation means death. This 
holds good of all things throughout the Universe.

Life is Air ! Life is Freedom 1
Therefore, O people of the Earth, if you want to 

live,—simplify ! Simplify 1 Do not be fooled any 
longer by visions of greenbacks and bonds and stocks. 
Your Character is worth more to you than Millions 
and Millions of Dollars. And you cannot develop 
and make the most of this Character unless you 
simplify.

In your home, in your pleasures, in your diet, in
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your work, always simplify. There are any number 
of useless details and bothersome forms and customs 
that need to be thrc • n aside. If you want happiness 
you must not burden yourself with possessions ; they 
are not treasures ; thej7 are in the way ; rid yourself of 
them.

Let go of your old ideas of “rights;” and change 
your personal ambitions for those that are of import 
to the race. Oh you must change : your continued 
existence demands it.

Are we not seeking to personify, to express, our 
Ideals? And do you imagine that the present game 
of unjust scramble can remain, in conjunction with 
the expression of our lofty ideals ?

It is a sad spectacle, that of men and women who 
could live so different, putting in their days, ignor
antly selfishly heartlessly closing themselves away 
from outside interests,—even treading others under 
their feet, or weighing them down by leaning on them, 
—it is a game that cannot live.

Nature extends her hand to us, she bids us live, she 
tries so hard to make us live; but we refuse,—we 
doubt, we fear, we have no faith,—and therefore we 
die.

It is only our earnest cooperation that is required. 
We have nothing to conquer onty our lack of faith, 
which alone gives birth to fears.

Have faith, love,—expand, be generous,—express 
those quantities that are infinite, and you shall show 
forth a new life.

All around you are untold resources. America is a 
land of wealth incalculable. Well then, O you children 
of this vast continent, when will you drop your 
ridiculous ideas of personal possession, and with all 
absorbing love, produce for mutual use and not so- 
called “ownership”? Live as infinite beings should : 
not as though you were slaves to circumstances.
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And do you ask when shall you start such a life as 
here suggested ? I answer, Now! I admit that be
fore a perfect scheme of cooperation can exist, there 
must be a universal change of social conditions. But 
you can to-daj' do something.

If you are in earnest you will strip yourself of all 
superfluous possessions ; you will act sincerely.

And in no other way can you enter the kingdom of 
heaven ; which is the Consciousness of what Self IS.

LOVE IS LIFE 1

Love is a power, because Love is Desire. We are a 
bundle of desires. Every atom is attracted to every 
other atom in some degree. This attraction is desire. 
And this is Love.

Love is Life.
All the knowledge of the world is superficial if it is 

not lived. True knowledge is consciousness—and this 
is life. To act out the simple ideals is of greater 
importance than to spend one’s time in curious seeking 
and theory and conjecture.

A person who by his sincerit5r has risen to that stage 
of consciousness when naturally, and by habit, his 
thoughts and feelings for others are born of love and 
good-will,—is indeed a savior of the world.—a spirit
ual physician, dispensing even to the farthermost parts 
of the earth, an elixir of life.

---------- •-----------
There are no limits to the regions of the mind. 

The body is a medium of expression. The mind is the 
man. This recognition discloses the infinite character 
of life, and suggests to us an infinite standard for all 
actions.



Reflections
by Hugh O. Pentecost

Intensely as one may become interested in objects 
external to himself he will, nevertheless, at times, 
ponder upon his own nature and destiny. Whence 
camel? What am I? Whither go I ? Am I—the 
thinking, feeling being—merely a product of the food 
I eat, the liquids I drink, the air I breathe? When 
death comes upon me shall I—the thinking, feeling 
being—evaporate, disintegrate, cease, as a thinking, 
feeling being?

Whatever exists has always existed, in some form ; 
will always exist, in some form. Do I exist; I, the 
being who thinks, loves, and knows himself to exist ? 
If I do, then I have always existed, in some form, 
and shall continue.

I am different from all other “I ains.” Have I 
evolved a thing—myself—special and peculiar, come to 
consciousness at last; so personal, so characteristic, 
so powerful that it may defy the dissipating power of 
death ?

Have I been on the way these millions, billions of 
years—first a mineral, out of that into a vegetable, 
then an animal, through many stages in each of these, 
now a man, a self-knowing creature, having, however 
forgotten my experiences previous to my natal day ?

There’s the rub.
I have certainly brought along much out of the 

past; heredity. But if I—my particular self, the per
son I now am—ever lived before, why have I forgot
ten it ? Is it that I never lived before, or that I am 
but now learning to remember ?

There is much of my present life that I do not 
remember.
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Shall I pass out of this life into other forms, my 
thoughts, hopes, loves, fears, my self scattered abroad, 
raw material for other selves, as my flesh, bones, 
cartilage will go back into the general mass ? Or have 
I reached that pitch of development at which when 
death dissolves my body I shall be able to hold myself 
intact, in a body of finer material than that which 
now kicks the scale beam at 185 lbs., and with mem
ory of this present time ?

I do not know.
But this I think :—
If the universe, including myself, merely forms and 

disintegrates, only to form anew, and tear itself apart 
again; and does this thing interminably, to no pur
pose, the universe is apparently a child or a fool. 
To what effect ? Such a proceeding is ridiculous, and 
whatever else the universe is it is not ridiculous.

That up to the present time, so far as our earth is 
concerned, there has been evolution, an advancement 
from crude to finer forms, in the vegetable and animal 
if not also in the mineral, is apparent. That, so far, 
all things have worked together for good, it seems to 
me. That this march from gas to fluid, to solid ; from 
simple to complex ; from coarse to fine ; from chemical 
action to instinct, and then on to reason in man has 
been the action or mere motion of blind forces is, to 
me, incredible. Out of the less never came the greater. 
Never was evolved that which was not involved. 
Sight never came from blindness. Intelligence never 
came from non-intelligence. Something comes not 
from nothing. If the material of mjz brain was in the 
primeval world-stuff, all that I am was there—mind 
was there. Mind can proceed from nothing other 
than mind. Blind force did not teach the witch hazel 
bush to shoot its seeds like shots from a gun, nor the 
bee to build its comb, nor the wren to fashion her 
nest, nor Newton and Keppler to discover the work
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ings of natural energy. To believe that a little food 
and drink and a little breathing of air can create or 
produce life, thought, love, hate, ambition and fear, 
is the rankest superstition. That a priest can tians- 
form a wafer into the body of Christ is not a grosser. 
In escaping the foolishness of the Church let us not 
fall into mental blindness and perversity. In dethron
ing the small gods of theology let us not divest our
selves of common sense.

I firmly believe that all matter is inseparably invested 
with incalculable wisdom ; that each atom is an ex
pression of consummate intelligence; that each form 
of matter—gas, liquid, solid ; mineral, vegetable, an
imal—possesses all the wisdom necessary to its uses 
and development; that the whole is moving with 
perfect wisdom, so perfect that no mistake is ever 
made; that the whole is moving with intention, in
dicated by the wonders of evolution, thus far; and 
that all things work together for good—wars, plagues, 
cyclones, peace, health and gentle zephyrs. Who can 
read history with an unprejudiced mind and not see 
that out of the worst so-called evils has come all our 
good! Whatever of good is here and now is a fruitage 
of the past. Out of ignorance comes knowledge ; out 
of strife peace; out of poverty the better day. And if 
this is so it is because that which is tends to better
ment. Everything and every thought is surcharged 
with desire to improve; surcharged with that which 
seeks fuller expression. The universe is alive, and 
well, and intelligent; knows what it is about and 
means to “get there.”

It is the short view which looks at a Galveston 
horror and concludes that something is amiss, or that 
things go at haphazard. The long view concludes 
from the past that good will come of the Galveston 
trouble—a new Galveston, no doubt, not otherwise 
possible.
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The existence of Jehovah is not necessary to faith. 
Faith anchors itself to that which is incalculably 
stronger and more certain than Jehovah. Jehovah is 
a poor, little, helpless god, not able to cope with Satan: 
vain, vacillating, petulant, and unjust. My faith can
not fix upon him. But I am a firm believer in the 
sanity of the universe, and that it is well intentioned. 
I believe that life is good and death is good. As to 
what I shall be when the grave gets me I am not 
anxious, but it will be something good. So that 
with no faith in any particular god, or any particular 
religion I find myself trusting the universe with the 
simplicity and abandon of a child. Paul said, “All 
things work together for good to those that love God.” 
My faith is larger than that. I say, all things work 
together for good whether you love God or not. If 
there is a God it cannot possibly make any diffierence 
to him whether we love him or not. I never ask 
myself whether or not my children love me before I 
plan and do for them, and any God worthy of the 
name must be better developed than I am. The rain 
falls and the sun shines on the atheist as well as the 
Christian, and all things work together for my good 
the same as for the good of Dr. Talmage.

So profound is my reliance on the good intention of 
the universe toward me, as a part of the whole, that 
if there is a hell (a place too absurd to exist) and if I 
go there, that will be for my good.

So sure am I that no harm can befall me that were 
it not that I have inherited from an interminable past 
a habit of trembling upon occasion I should never be 
afraid.



The Meaning of The Future
The Future is being unveiled. The growth of our 

Consciousness, the new births of Recognition, is 
making prophets of us all. The prophecies which 
many have made in different ages,—so wonderful and 
mystifying even to the so-called prophets themselves, 
are now being revealed by the clear light of Science.

Prophecies are followed by the light of Interpre
tation. The mind or spirit of man, so vast and deep, 
reaching as it does to the boundless limits of Time 
and Space, has only found partial expression in his 
body. His organs of sense, which are the germs of 
objective consciousness, have onty the most limited 
range of action. Hidden away in the depths of his 
nature are forces however which must in due time 
rise into the field of expression. Now and again, men 
have touched with their consciousness this ocean of 
subjective energy, they have by a life of consecration 
to their ideals risen to a stage where the dark shells 
and enclosures of materials have been irradiated with 
Light. What is to some a wall of limitation, they 
have penetrated with an intensified perception. Yes, 
the veils of limitation have surely parted for them, 
and they saw into the Future.

There is nothing unscientific in Prophecy. The 
Future in a sense, exists Now! Creation is Mani
festation , Expression.

The knowledge of what we have called the Law of 
Gravitation or Attraction, gives a hint or suggestion 
of the eternal Unity of Life. And the recognition 
that Life is the Force behind the form throws a light 
on the phenomena of Love, Sympathy, Magnetism, 
and all mental inter-activities.

Those who have prophecied or who have given 
humanity Ideals which can only find in the future full 
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expression are in close touch with Life as it is. View
ing things not merely from a single point, but from 
various sides, they necessarily magnet-like come in 
close contact with the surrounding Life, as well as 
drawing on the hidden depths of inner Consciousness 
for an interpretation on Life’s deeper meaning and for 
light on what shall be the trend of Existence in the 
Future.

Those who are living, working, leaning, towards 
the Future form the vanguard of the race. They are 
lovers of humanity, hence they lead the way, and 
others are attracted to follow.

Life is unfoldment. Time is measured by the cycle 
movements of worlds ; and this cyclic law which finds 
expression throughout nature, is also like an unwind
ing of material garments which have enclosed the 
consciousness of man as in a shell. We have cast 
aside shell after shell, as our new experiences de
veloped our consciousness ; since we have needed more 
freedom. Freedom is Life.

The Future means Freedom for us. That is why 
we are almost anxiously looking towards it. Freedom 
from what ? From the bondage of materials ! Not 
that we shall live in a state of consciousness where 
there shall be no materials, but where they shall be our 
servants, and not as heretofore, our masters; where 
they shall take their place as instruments to be used 
and passed on.

We are then looking for a life of sweet delights on 
this earth. Consciousness and Sensation are one. 
We want our bodies,—not these bodies eternally, for 
they are changing every day, but more perfect and 
still more perfect bodies which shall unceasingly evolve 
from our ever-ascending ideals.

To the Future,—and now, I think the very near 
Future, (why not commencing Now ?) we look for 
Freedom. Freedom is Love—Life—Happiness.



Modern Movements

In every part of the world to-day there are branches 
of various organizations, whose purpose is the eman
cipation of the race from bondage.

There are several millions of men and women who 
are now under some banner of reform: and their 
number is increasing. Although even on some basic 
features there are wide differences of opinion as to 
what would constitute ideal social conditions, it is 
certain that the mere fact of looking for a better order 
of things, tends in the direction of true progress.

People only need to think, and in due time their 
minds will give birth to a desirable order of living.

Mental Science,—the recognition of the supremacy 
of will or desire, the knowledge of the power of right 
thinking,—has given man the key to health. But 
while this knowledge has also enabled him to have a 
degree of mastery over poverty and discordant social 
conditions, the real trouble in this direction has 
certainly not been entirely dissolved. It cannot be 
before there is a widespread, national, readjustment.

Socialism is a word that has been used to mean a 
variety of ideas. But in its literal acceptation it is 
expressive of the kinship that belongs to the race,— 
but which is at present not universally recognized.

The race is tending towards this Socialism, this 
Solidarity. Little private interests will become merged 
in public ones—and even the billion dollar trusts 
will sink into insignificance when compared to the 
vast national and racial combines, which will absorb all 
in time, even as the rivers large and small empty 
themselves by one outlet and another into the great 
ocean.

Private interests are only channels for public ones. 
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The Individual is a channel for expression. When 
units try to stop the natural Flow of all things, and in 
any way impede the eternal law of Circulation, be 
sure it cannot last for long.

So our great Trusts can only lead to National Ab
sorption. They will grow and grow until they become 
too great a burden for any private ownership.

There is a tendency everywhere, now, towards the 
government control of certain industries which are 
said to be public in their character,—such as railroads. 
But as men rise in intelligence, their interests become 
more involved with their fellows, and they are forced 
to break down all dividing lines.

If Humanity is a unit, I do not see how we can 
help sooner or later discaiding all ideas of private 
property.

Some may say that governments are adverse to free
dom ; and that Individuality is too precious to be 
absorbed in any nationalized ‘ ‘system’ ’; and that all 
laws and rules must depart before there can be liberty.

This is in a sense true enough ; but remember that 
Evolution reigns supreme, and the minds of the mass 
of humanity are not going to be changed all at once ; 
they must grow. Only I say, the next step is, appar
ently the institution of national and civic industries.

Personally, I do not want to be in any way an 
“employee”; whate er one might put up with for 
awhile the aim should be—freedom. When one is un
der the dictation of another, there is no freedom ; not 
even if it’s the dictation of the so-called government.

But we are not all ready yet to be entirely free. 
We seem to need some restrictions. It rests with 
ourselves as to how long we shall be in our limitations. 
When we are ready to slip out of them, a path is made 
open.

So as in all else, gradual growth is the law of 
advancement in nations and races.
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And while the Individual is the centre of advance, 
—he needs the cooperation of all, (ever-becoming 
more voluntary) for his own welfare.

We are moving ; always one step at a time. How 
interesting it is to watch the progress of life,—and 
how much more interesting to take a conscious part in 
this progress.

MASTERFUL INDIFFERENCE

True Concentration is freedom from care. It is 
better to let go of things that require anxious thought. 
Concentration simply means Balance. So in repose is 
found the greatest power. This striving and strain
ing and worrying that is found everywhere is not for 
you, children of aspiration ; it is for you to set a 
better example of true courage, and thus you shall 
liberate humanity from all its bonds.

Peace is the word ! Let your mind be at peace. 
The concerns of the social and business world are not 
worth such trouble and care. You may be happy 
(and make others happy) by just being natural, 
living simply, becoming more and more free.

Peace of mind is worth everything. You can then 
think, and think to some purpose. Thinking has too 
often meant worry and care. But thought should be 
a delight,—it is a delight when it is engaged on in
teresting things, and when it is free.

The power of Concentration has been often written 
and talked about. But I think the best way to con
centrate is not to try so desperately to place one’s 
thoughts on a single thing, as cheerfully, lovingly, 
confidently, setting right to work—and not putting off.

The most powerful affirmation is some action.
Love gives birth to strong thoughts, driving away all 

fear, breaking all bonds,—making one natural and free.



^412 Object Wesson

Elbert Hubbard gave a lecture in Toronto on 
Marell 21st., and as usual tlie hall of the Conservatory 
of Music was filled. Mr. Hubbard talks as he writes 
in the Philistine : explaining the methods of the Roy- 
crofters and incidentally giving the audience some
thing to “think over.”

It would be better if there were more lecturers like 
Mr. Hubbard. The ordinary lecture is dry ; neither 
interesting or instructive. This is because the words 
are not alive ; they are empty platitudes of abstract 
theory.

Mr. Hubbard’s words are alive ! He tells people 
what they are doing in East Aurora, N. Y., the place 
where the Philistine is published, and where they 
make beautiful “books and things”; where a band of 
of young people toil with their hands and brains, to 
produce works of art.

Most people associate toil with slavery. And it is 
slavery in the average factory. But there should be 
nothing so interesting as labor. It all depends whether 
it is free from domineering employers, whether it is 
welcome.

The workers at East Aurora, who turn out some of 
the world’s best specimens of artistic printing and 
bookbinding, are just ordinary people who have not 
liad the “advantages” of college “courses.”

Here is a lesson for you.
Work away, think away, concentrate, don’t worry, 

don’t fear ; be calm, reposeful, patient, persevering, 
and have confidence, love, aspiration ;—and your pro
ductions-will astonish the world around you.

Practice is the best instructor.
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A WORLD TRANSFORMED

The world is being transformed. Though there are 
yet but few who have with all-absorbing devotion 
thrown aside the prison-shell of the old selfish ideal ; 
those few are great powers in the land, working even 
beneath the surface, for the undermining of false 
institutions, and for the building up of a new order.

The old worn customs and habits are to be thrown 
aside, because they are the shells which enclose the 
spirit of man, now seeking a more expanded expression. 
There is no need to vilify the old order of living : it is 
simply not suited for our widened ideals. It was 
reared on a narrow basis : we now require a more 
liberal, extended base.

Liberality, freedom, love—how those words match 
each other ! Our life is widening; we are progressing; 
we are able to breathe ; and newer larger fields of 
action are still before us.

The world is opening its possibilities to us, which 
will become more actual as men give themselves up to 
their new ideals ; living in their daily life according to 
the promptings of an expanded interest,—which is 
Love. ---------- •----------  

INTELLIGENT FAITH

Faith calms every disturbing thought, annihilates 
fear ; faith is thus an agent of harmony and peace.

Blind faith has accomplished wonders; what then 
may we not expect of intelligent faith, the recog
nition of the one Infinite Life and Power, and of one’s 
identical relation with this Power.

Each one contains in himself the potencies of great 
far-reaching capabilities ; and faith impels them further 
into the field of action.



Iii The Realm of Periodicals

Freedom is still advertising its offer, “Six weeks 
for ten cents,” which, means 96 large pages of the 
very livest reading matter. I suppose the idea is that 
when the six weeks are up you feel as though you 
“can’t get along without it” and so you send a dollar 
for a year’s subscription. Address Helen Wilmans, 
Sea Breeze, Florida.

Eleanor Kirk’s writings express sincerity, enthusi
asm, strength. Her magazine is one of the foremost 
among new thought periodicals. $1.00 a year, 10c. a 
copy. Address Eleanor Kirk’s Idea, 696 Green Ave., 
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Elizabeth Towne and William Towne have combined 
in making The Nautilus a remarkably fine paper. 
Seldom does one come across so much substantial 
thought in a few words. 50c. a year. Address, 
Mrs E. E. Towne, Holyoke, Mass.

The World’s Advance Thought has represented 
the New Thought movement for some years, and 
continues as vigorous as ever. 50c. a year. Address, 
The World’s Advance Thought, 193 Sixth St., 
Portland, Ore.

The Fairfax Enterprise is a weekly newspaper, 
published by Mrs. Virginia Young. Mrs. Young is 
the author of a number of clever novels, and her 
active genius has also made her paper a success. 
$1.50 a year. Address, Mrs. Virginia D. Young. 
Fairfax, South Carolina.

George’s Weekly is a prominent Denver Journal 
that has recently added a Mental Science department. 
It is an excellent publication, and the new move will 
add to its interesting features. $1.00 a year. Address, 
George’s Weekly, Denver, Colo.



ONE DOLLAR LOR ALL!

The new edition of my Twelve Essays is nearly 
ready. It is being printed from new type on the best 
of paper, and will be bound in two volumes.

The first volume will contain :
1. Idealism.
2. The Heart of the Universe.
3. A Neva World.
4. The Birth of Consciousness.
5. The Crystal Soul.
6. The Determined Will.

The second volume will contain :
7. Our Immortal Future.
8. The Temple of Delights.
9. The Great Conquest.

10. Beauty, The Image of Harmony.
11. The Maturation of Thought.
12. The Centre.

The price of the two volumes will be 50 cents, (or 
25 cents each).

These Essays have healed the sick and given new 
life wherever they have been introduced. They com
prise a most complete course of lessons in Mental 
Science.
Take note of the following Special Offer:

For ONE DOLLAR sent now, I will forward the 
Journal for a year, and send you copies of these books 
free as soon as they are off the press. If your sub
scription is paid up, send me a dollar for a year 
beyond the time it is paid up for.

F.W. Burry, 799 Euclid Ave.,
Toronto, Canada.
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Towards Democracy
BY

EDWARD CARPENTER.
-------- o--------

This is a work I value more than words can express. 
I keep it by me, and refer to it time and again— 
always finding new inspirations in it. It is truly a 
wonderful book ; a source ever-unfolding of celestial 
treasures.

Do you want a book that will be as a mirror to your 
soul, its pages filled with interpreting, comforting, 
living, words?

Such a book is Towards Democracy.
It is a consummate work of literary art ; containing 

the emotional character of poems with the lucid in
struction that can only be expressed in plain ry thmless 
language. It is thus a book of verses of a composite 
nature—in every way, by its thought and form, con
stituting a gem of value inexpressible.

It is a work of interpretation, born of the close 
touch of Experience,—disclosing the great life of man 
and nature as it is beneath all appearances.

All the great schools of the world, valuable as they 
may be, cannot give you what is contained in this 
book, this wondrous portraiture of real life. It throws 
a search-light over the past as well as the present ; and 
it prophetically illumines the Future.

I tell you, this is a book for now and for ever ; and 
you need it.

OVER 300 PAGES, CEOTH. $2.25.
Order of F. W. BURRY, 799 Euclid Ave.,

Toronto, Canada.
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I would call the attention of my readers to Mrs. 
Bosworth’s advertisement. Concentration is surely 
the road to success in piano playing.

Mrs. Helen Pearce
TEACHER AND PRACTITIONER

of Divine and Mental Science, which is the Practical 
Application of Spiritual and Mental Growth, and also 
the true basis of Genuine Progress. Particulars as to 
treatment or lessons will be furnished on application.

Thought vibration carried to any distance. Pro
ducing Health, Harmony, Happiness and Success in 
all undertakings.

1816 Jefferson Place,
N. W. Washington, D. C.

Office hours, 9 a. m. to 1 p. m.

JUST HOW TO WAKE THE SOLAR PLEXUS
-------- o---------

Dr. Leroy Berrier, author of “Cultivation of Per
sonal Magnetism” and numerous other works, says of 
this book : “I like it. I do not think I ever read an 
equal number of pages that were destined to do more 
good.”

Geo. W. Reading, Croydon Villa, Ramsgate, Eng., 
writes : “Your books have sold off like winking, and 
orders are still coming in. I have been quite sur
prised.”

Mrs. N. J. Craft, Clinton, Ind. writes: “Amin 
receipt of that wonderful brain vibrator you call “Just 
How to Wake the Solar Plexus.” It surely contains 
the most thought piled up in the smallest space of any
thing that has met my eyes.”

O» SEE AD ON BACK OF COVER.
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THE FREE MAN ....
A monthly magazine. Per year in the United 

States and Canada $1.00. In other countries in the 
postal union $1.25 per year; single copies ten cents.

Special Offer to new subscribers only : For 25c, 
silver, or for 30 one cent stamps, I will send THE 
FREE MAN three months together with a copy each 
of my 10 cent pamphlets, BUSINESS SUCCESS 
THROUGH MENTAL ATTRACTION ; and SEX
UAL LAW AND THE PHILOSOPHY OF PER
FECT HEALTH, which contains eight chapters of 
practical information for all who are in search of 
health and a practical knowledge of how it is to be 
attained and retained.

Chas. W. Close. F. B. J., Publisher,
124 Birch St., Bangor, Maine.

The Radiant Centre
Editor, KATE ATKINSON BOEHME.

A new monthly journal of Advanced Thought, 
whose central purpose is to prove that man possesses a 
divine and radiant centre of light and happiness, and 
point the way to to its discovery.

Price $1.00 a year. Foreign subscriptions 5 shill
ings. Send for sample copy.

The Attainment of Happiness
SEVEN ESSAYS by Kate Atkinson Boelnne.

Price $i.oc. Address 2016 O St., N. W. Washington, 
D. C.
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CONCENTRATION
. . . and Piano Technique . , .

Concentration is the key to rapid progress in 
piano playing. I am now giving practical les
sons in systematic concentration for the training of 
the playing muscles to a proper condition and ac
tion ; as well as thorough instruction in the correct 
position of hand, arm, and the entire body. A 
knowledge of all these combined with nerve con
trol is the foundation of artistic piano playing. 
Most useful in Kindergarten Work.

Address, MRS. M. AUGUSTA BOSWORTH,
259 West 116th. St., New York City, N. Y.

Reasonable accomodations for country students wish
ing to come to New York.

" ' - " ' - " ■ 1 11 '

THE INTERPRETER Issued Monthly
in the Divine

Single numbers 10c. year.
Subscription SI.00 REV. GEORGE CHAINEV,

1021 MASONIC TEMPLE, EDITOR.
CHICAGO, ILL.

CORN CURE
The Safest, Simplest, and Surest Corn Cure 
in the world mailed to any address for 25 
cents and two 2 cent stamps.

Address M. A BOWDEN, 38 Centre Street.,
Newark, N. J.

In writing advertiser mention Fred Burry’s Journal.
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You are invited to join the Psychic Club, a private 
order investigating the Unknown Powers of Mind. 
Membership fees are $1.00 a year, but if you send 
ten cents only, with the names and addresses of ten 
people who might like to join such a club, to Sydney 
Flower, Secy. The Psychic Club, Times-Herald Bldg., 
Chicago, you will receive by return mail your certifi
cate of paid-up membership for the year 1901 and also 
a list of special privileges which you enjoy as a mem
ber of the Club. You should make entry at once.

JUST PUBLISHED
The New Psychology or SppinesT01

Being Practical Instructions how to develop and 
employ Thought Power so as to become Healthy, 
Happy and Prosperous.

Strongly recommended for all beginners and endorsed 
by the leading magazines of England. Beautifully 
bound. Price, post paid, $2.75. Also a pamphlet on 
the same lines entitled : Practical Psychology. Price, 
post paid, 30 cents.

Send all orders to G. OSBOND,
American Book Depot, 

Devonport, Devon, England.

PHRPPTUAL YOUTH
By Eleanor Kirk

Bound in Cloth - - - Price $1.00

This volume promulgates and proves a new doc
trine, viz: the right and ability of every human 
being to retain the freshness and vitality of youth 

696 GREENE AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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SELF HYPNOTIC HEALING
T have made a late discovery that enables all to 

induce the hypnotic sleep in themselves instantly, 
awaken at any desired time and therebj' cure all known 
diseases and bad habits. Anyone can induce this sleep 
in themselves instantly at first trial, control their 
dreams, read the minds of friends and enemies, visit 
any part of the earth, solve hard questions and prob
lems in this sleep, and remember all when awake. 
This so-called Mental-Vision Lesson will be sent to 
anyone for ioc. silver, actually enabling him to do the 
above without further charge.

PROF. R. E. DUTTON, McCook, Nebraska

TRY THE BEST . . .
Healing By Divine Science

MRS. HENRIETTA GARRISON
Will heal at a distance and give personal 
letters of Instruction.

Circulars and Terms on application.
Address, Mrs. Henrietta. Garrison 

Arlington Hotel,
Atlanta, Ga.

N. B. Trial Treatments for one month for Health and 
Success, $1.00.

Subscribe for The Independent Thinker
And read the revised reports of Mr. Henry 
Frank’s unparalleled discourses.
$1.00 a year, io cents a copy

Address, Independent Literature Association,
30-32 West 27th St., New York City



ADVERTISE ... 
in this JOURNAL

$1.00 An Inch
$5.00 A Page ...

A Profitable Investment
If you would do a good business, you 

must advertise. Small ads are all right; 
but for large results, there is no doubt that 
a whole page advert is the thing.

There is more*  business done in these days 
through the mail than in any other way. 
You will have a good share of this business 
if you will only bring yourself before the 
public’s attention.

This Journal goes before a reading, a think
ing, class of people.

Your ads are made bold and striking with 
our new type and the compact form of 
the pages.

People always preserve a magazine like 
this, which is an immense advantage to 
advertisers.

This Journal now goes all over the world, 
and is growing rapidly in every way.

Address, F. W. BURRY,
799 EUCDID AVE., 

TORONTO, CANADA.



JUST HOW TO 
WAKE the SOLAR PLEXUS

This is a new and unique book by Elizabeth Towne, 
editor of NAUTILUS. It explains man’s relation 
to the sun, and shows how the Solar Plexus is to the 
human body exactly what the visible sun is to the 
Solar System. It gives original instructions in regard 
to breathing; also clear, concise and practical directions 
for developing self, controling the emotions and 
thoughts and directing the energies for the removal of 
all inharmonious conditions. *

The first edition of the book was very quickly ex
hausted, and a new edition has just been issued which 
contains much additional matter. It is selling very 
rapidly. A large number of copies have been sold 
through the personal recommendation of Rev. S. C. 
Greathead, Clifford, Mich., head of the Brotherhood 
of Zoists. Here are a few of the good things which 
have been said of the book :

Franz Hartmann, M. D., the celebrated German 
Metaphysician, writes of this work : “I was so much 
pleased with its contents that I regard it worth more 
than a whole library of books on occultism and meta
physics. I should wish very much to obtain a copy of 
it and to have it translated into German.”

Mr. A. D. Miller, Indianapolis, Ind. says : “It is a 
wonderful storehouse of knowledge.”

Harry A. Jamison, 1922 N. 30th St., Philadelphia 
writes: “Three cheers in the Silence ior the individ
ual who wrote it, and three more for the inspiration it 
carries with it.”

PRICE 25 CENTS

Address, WILLIAM E. TOWNE, 
Dept. 5, Holyoke, Mass.


